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The healthcare sector has been the industry with the highest number of data breaches, followed by the government and retail sectors. In 2015, a total of 113.2 million healthcare-related records were stolen, which remains the highest number of stolen data from a breach in the healthcare industry so far. That year, however, was not the only time healthcare institutions were targeted. As early as 2012, healthcare institutions became victims of cyber attacks. The most common kind of attack is related to cybercrime in the form of data breaches. But there are other possible pathways for malicious actors to do harm to this poorly protected industry.

The biggest impact of health care record theft is noticeable in countries where most citizens have health insurance. In 2016, 91% of the U.S. population had health insurance. Therefore, any major breach in a healthcare organization in the U.S. could affect a great number of citizens.

One way that individuals are affected by a breach is when stolen personal data are used by cybercriminals to procure drugs, commit tax fraud, steal identities and commit other fraudulent acts. Victims of a data breach may not even be aware that their personal data has been stolen, or perhaps is being used in criminal acts.

The Internet of Things (IoT) simplifies a lot of processes and is celebrated as a great connector. However, this increased connectivity also has some pitfalls. With the help of Shodan, a search engine that lets you search for internet-connected devices, we explored what healthcare-related devices and networks are visible to practically anyone.

In this paper, we discuss several aspects of the healthcare threat surface. In the first part, we look at how the healthcare sector has evolved as a preferred target for cybercriminals. We try to understand how stolen medical records are monetized after a breach, what types of data are stolen, how much they are sold for on the underground markets, and how cybercriminals make use of them. The second part of this paper is dedicated to the analysis of Shodan scan data which reveals what healthcare-related devices and networks are connected to the internet and are visible to everyone, including cybercriminals. Exposure on the internet, however, does not mean that these devices have been compromised or are even actually vulnerable to exploitation. In this research we purely show that certain devices are exposed online, which makes it easier to exploit if a vulnerability in the device software is found.
The Security Issue with Electronic Health Records

An electronic health record (EHR) is a digital version of a patient’s medical record. Every EHR contains information about a patient’s demographics, insurance information, mailing address, Social Security number, birthdate, notes from prescribing doctor, lifestyle details, medications, vital signs, family medical history, immunization records, laboratory results and even radiology reports among others. Other than medical records, EHRs may also contain billing information such as credit card details and invoices.

An EHR is accessed by EHR management software. In the U.S. programs such as PrognoCIS, NueMD, McKesson, Allscripts, Cerner, Praxis EMR, Athena Health, GE Healthcare, eClinicalWorks, and SRS EHR are used. Internationally, EHR programs such as Allscripts Healthcare Solutions, Inc., Athena Health, Inc. Cerner Corporation, CPSI, Epic Systems, eClinicalWorks, GE Healthcare, Greenway Health LLC, Medical Information Technology, Inc., McKesson Corporation, and NextGen and OpenMRS are utilized.

Figure 1. A screenshot of a compromised EHR from a U.S. healthcare facility
Given the contents of an EHR and its capacity to hold financial and credit card records, healthcare organizations become targets of cybercriminals who aim to steal personal identifiable information (PII), as well as financial information. But unlike other data breaches, cybercriminals have found more ways to use information from EHRs aside from selling the data in bulk in underground markets. With this in mind, further steps have to be taken to keep health care data secure.

Healthcare Laws Protecting Data and Users

The Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act, under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA) made it a federal mandate for healthcare institutions to adopt the use of electronic health records systems to improve health care. This also reduces cost by replacing physical documentation with electronic ones. There was also a series of financial-incentive programs that were established for the implementation, upgrade, maintenance, and smooth operation of EHR technology.

In terms of usage, there were 513,811 health care providers that received payment for participating in the Medicare and Medicaid Electronic Health Record (EHR) Incentive Programs in 2016. Between May 2011 and December 2016, more than US$35 billion in Medicare and Medicaid EHR Incentive Program payments were made.
While incentive programs were provided for the use of EHR systems, there was no guidance regarding the security of these EHR systems. On top of that, healthcare facilities lacked the budget, the manpower, and the expertise to manage data breaches caused by evolving cyber threats. Despite Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) laws being designed to protect patients against loss, theft or the disclosure of patients’ sensitive medical information, there remains a lot of healthcare entities that have not implemented basic safeguards like encrypting data or using a two-factor authentication process, which are risk management tactics that were recommended since 2006. In fact, the HIPAA recommended the use of strong encryption and for Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) to be the minimum requirement for all internet-based systems, including corporate web email systems.

According to a survey by the Healthcare Information and Management System Society (HIMSS), about 68.1% of hospital providers and less than half of medical practice providers encrypt data in transit and are sending protected health information in the clear. As for stationary data, 61.3% of hospitals are encrypting stored data and 48.4% of medical practice providers are encrypting stored data. Without encryption, the data in transit can be captured through eavesdropping, packet sniffing, or through other methods.

The Ponemon Institute’s Sixth Annual Benchmark Study on Privacy and Security Health Care Data in May 2016, made the following points:

- About half of all organizations have little or no confidence that they can detect all patient data loss or theft.
- The majority of healthcare organizations still lack sufficient budget for security that will be used to curtail or minimize data breach incidents. A majority also believes that their incident response process has inadequate funding and resources.
- The majority of healthcare organizations have not invested in the technologies necessary to mitigate a data breach, nor have hired enough skilled IT security practitioners.
- The budget for security of most healthcare organizations has declined by 10%, while that of more than half of the organizations have remained static and most healthcare organizations believe they don’t have the budget to properly protect data.

Breaches of EHR Software

While there are existing laws that are designed to protect a patient’s privacy, like the HIPAA, healthcare facilities still have to enact basic safeguards to protect a patient’s information. Unfortunately, a lot of healthcare entities today still do not encrypt data or use a two-factor authentication process. In addition, healthcare institutions also lack the resources, and/or the expertise, to deal with data breaches and other cyber attacks.
EHRs are targets of cybercriminals since they contain PII that do not expire. For example, Social Security numbers can be used multiple times for malicious intent, making them more valuable compared to other PII. More often than not, cybercriminals target the EHR software and vendors themselves. Attacking cloud-based EHR software vendors can allow cybercriminals access to multiple client databases in a single operation. These databases may be exposed to vulnerabilities such as SQL injections, cross-site scripting and are also exposed via the internet to practically anyone.

Bizmatics, a California-based company offers locally hosted and cloud-based EHR software. Bizmatics produced the PrognoCIS software that was comprised in January 2015 when a malware in their server allowed hackers to gain access to the data. PrognoCIS is an EHR software that includes an online patient portal that allows patients to request appointments, order medicine refills, review their medical records and communicate with the doctor's office. It is believed that 300,000 individuals were affected in this attack alone. ⁹

The Bizmatics server contained patients' medical records with information such as names, addresses, dates of birth, insurance information, Social Security numbers, and various types of clinical documentation. At least 17 healthcare facilities were compromised. The clients that reported breaches were the ENT and Allergy Center in Arkansas, North Ottawa Community Health System, Vincent Vein Center Grand Junction P.C., California Health and Longevity Institute, Lafayette Pain Care PC, Eye Associates of Pinellas, Pain Treatment Centers of America, Integrated Health Solutions PC, Illinois Valley Podiatry Group, Complete Family Foot Care, Family Medicine of Weston, HealthCare Consultants, The Vein Doctor, Mark Anthony Quintero M.D. L.L.C. and an undisclosed company represented by the law firm Allen Dell.¹⁰

Also in 2015, Medical Informatics Engineering suffered from data theft when their web-based EHR software NoMoreClipboard exposed 3.9 million of patient data. The stolen data included patients' names, mailing addresses, email addresses, dates of birth, Social Security numbers, lab results and voice-recorded reports.¹¹
Why steal EHR?

EHR data is unique in a way that it includes PII, along with medical, insurance, and financial information. To get a better grasp of an EHR’s value, let’s compare an EHR breach with a non-EHR breach. In September 2016, Yahoo disclosed a data breach that occurred in 2014 wherein 500 million user accounts were stolen. The PII that were compromised included users’ names, emails, telephone numbers, date of birth, hashed passwords, and security questions and answers. While there is a market for PII in the criminal underground, financial information such as those found in EHRs are worth more.

Aside from financial information, an EHR contains PII that cannot be replaced. This poses a big challenge when PII is stolen and peddled in the underground market. By combining portions of PII, cybercriminals are able to unlawfully obtain wares. For example, date of birth, medical insurance ID, and a Social Security number can be combined to acquire medical insurance.

A major reason why cybercriminals can successfully steal EHRs is the lack of safeguards implemented in healthcare institutions with regard to their digital assets. Hospitals and other healthcare organizations may prioritize operations and efficiency of the facility over cybersecurity. Very often hospitals and/or healthcare organizations may not be equipped with the right staff to handle digital threats and basic security methods such as a two-factor authentication or encryption.
Electronic Health Records Traded in the Underground

In the past three years, stealing payment card data became very popular due to the success of point-of-sale (PoS) malware. However, cybercriminals can only use the stolen credit cards before the card expires, is maxed out or cancelled. In contrast, an EHR database containing PII that do not expire—such as Social Security numbers—can be used multiple times for malicious intent. Stolen EHR can be used to acquire prescription drugs, receive medical care, falsify insurance claims, file fraudulent tax returns, open credit accounts, obtain official government-issued documents such as passports, driver’s licenses, and even create new identities.

EHRs can be sold as a complete EHR database or the information can be sold in portions. These portions are of course the different PII elements which include Social Security numbers, addresses, etc. Popular Dark Web marketplaces include TheRealDeal, AlphaBay, Valhalla, Apple Market, Python Market, Dream Market and Silk Road. In the following, we have compiled different items that we saw in some underground marketplaces (see figures below).

Medical Insurance ID data

Figure 3. An AlphaBay ad selling medical insurance cards in August 2016
Alphabay vendors are selling medical insurance cards that can be used to receive medical care and order prescription refills through mail orders. Figure 3 shows a threat actor selling stolen medical insurance ID cards for as low as US$1 per ID.

Figure 4. An AplhaBay ad selling full records of U.S. citizens with medical data on 4 November 2016

The figure above shows a hacker selling “full records” of U.S. citizens, which feature specific medical data and the preferred health insurance. Prices start at 99 cents per person but the cybercriminal offers discounts if people buy in bulk.

Figure 5. AlphaBay advertisement for Medical insurance ID
This screenshot shows a hacker selling comprehensive medical profiles on AlphaBay. These profiles were obtained from an EHR database that contained a patient’s name, Social Security number, address, date of last visit, date of next appointment, follow-up treatment dates, date of birth, and health insurance ID numbers. Prices per patient information item start at US$5.

The image above shows a cybercriminal selling United Kingdom health insurance ID numbers along with the corresponding driver’s license, and the full name, address, and email of deceased citizens. Prices are US$20.43 per 10 records or US$3.34 for one record.
Figure 7 shows how EHR PII information can be used to obtain official government documents, such as the driver’s licenses above for New York City. The hacker sells multiple official government identification documents such as passports and birth certificates. Prices for driver’s licenses start at US$170.

Figure 8. An AlphaBay advertisement that sells new identities using stolen data

Meanwhile, this screenshot above also shows the hacker selling a farmed identity. Farmed identities are created through the use of stolen personal data that includes Social Security numbers, dates of birth, education records, employment records, health insurance, car insurance and passports from individuals that are no longer using the information—which are usually dead people. Once EHRs have been collected, cybercriminals essentially have a database full of stolen information that they can sell at a high price anytime and in any configuration that sells best on the underground market. The minimum price of one farmed identity starts at US$1,000. Cybercriminals can purchase add-ons from the vendors such as birth certificates and passports.
How do Criminals Make Use of Electronic Health Records?

Because of the special nature of the information found in EHRs, cybercriminals are able to offer niche products and services by combining certain data found in an EHR. These products and services are:

- Prescription information that can be used for the procurement of drugs
- Irreplaceable PII, such as Social Security numbers and dates of birth, can be used to create fake identities
- PII such as Social Security numbers and Medicare insurance ID are used to obtain medical insurance
- Birth certificates can be created with stolen medical records and personal data like birthdates
- A combination of Social Security numbers and addresses can help cybercriminals file fraudulent tax returns

Drug Procurement

Purchasing EHR profiles with prescription information can help cybercriminals order prescription drugs through mail-order programs used by the health insurance provider. Later on, these medications can be sold in Dark Web marketplaces for a large profit. By having the medical ID, a cybercriminal can create or update the address on file for the profile they have purchased and then send the medication to their homes by using the credit card information stored on file from the original account holder. Sales of prescription drugs are popular in multiple Dark Web marketplaces.

According to Surescripts, an online software that supports e-prescription, electronic prescribing of controlled substances has increased 7.5 times between 2014 and 2015. Some states, such as New York, created mandates where all prescriptions of controlled substances must be processed through e-prescribing software. The survey found that between 3% and 9% of drug diversions occurred because of forged and/or stolen paper prescription. Over 77% of prescriptions have gone digital last year.13
Figure 9. Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA)-controlled drugs sold on Valhalla on 19 September 2016

Figure 9 shows Valhalla’s section of medications that are available for purchase. This section includes controlled substances such as the anti-anxiety medications Xanax and Klonopin.

Figure 10. Advertisement for Ambien medication on Vahalla
Figure 10 is an advertisement for Ambien, a controlled medication that is usually prescribed to help people with sleep disorders. Ambien is also known to be abused by many users. The number of Ambien-related emergency visits in the U.S. has gone up according to a report from the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA). It is estimated that between 2006 and 2011, 38 million Ambien prescriptions were written. A survey also revealed that there were more than half a million people in the U.S. who abused Ambien.14

Figure 11. AlphaBay forum discussion asking for DEA numbers in order to obtain fraudulent prescription

In the figure above, a user can be seen asking members of AlphaBay for DEA numbers in order to obtain fraudulent prescriptions. Fraudulent prescriptions can be used to resell drugs on the Dark Web or for personal drug use.

Identity Theft

A study by the Ponemon Institute in 2014 identified 500,000 as the number of victims of medical identity fraud. In 2015 those numbers rose to 22%, without adding the Anthem breach. In terms of resolving fraud issues, credit cards breaches have financial lability limited to US$50 per card. In the health industry, however, 65% of victims of medical identity theft had to pay an average of US$13,500 to resolve the crime—with costs covering the services of creditors and legal counsel. Credit cards can be easily cancelled and replaced but health care data such as Social Security numbers, and birthdates, are permanent—which means the data will live forever and that cybercriminals may reuse such information for a variety of purposes.15
According to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, roughly half of all collection accounts on credit reports are due to medical debt, which can be incurred by the other person using the stolen identity. A single collection debt account can make a credit score drop 50 to 100 points. Credit bureaus will wait 180 days before adding medical debt to your report but unlike credit card crimes medical identity theft can take more than three months after a crime has been committed to be reported and 30% will never know they are victims.

When a victim’s medical ID is used by another person to receive health services, the EHR is also modified—sometimes affecting critical information such as a person’s blood type, list of known allergies, and current medications. Detecting medical identity theft is not as easy as detecting credit card crimes. As a result, about 20% of victims received the wrong diagnosis or perhaps proper care was delayed because their EHR information was used and altered.

Medical Insurance

In Figure 12, a hacker is seen selling individual profiles that contain Social Security numbers, dates of birth, and Medicare insurance ID numbers that can be used to obtain medical insurance. The hacker also happens to sell the profiles that have approved prescriptions in Los Angeles, California. Even though the information is from 2015, the vendor assures buyers that the medical information is still active. At only 50 cents per profile, cybercriminals can buy multiple profiles and perform several test purchases.
Birth Certificates

Figure 13. An AlphaBay advertisement for birth certificates found on 15 September 2016

Using data stolen from medical records, birthdates can be obtained and sold individually to obtain a copy of a real birth certificate. In the above figure, we can see an advertisement for birth certificates starting at US$500 per person.

Fraudulent Tax Returns

Figure 14. An advertisement found in Valhalla offering services to commit income tax fraud

In the last two years the number of cybercriminals committing tax fraud, through the use of stolen personal data found in EHRs, increased. As a result, Turbo Tax—a program used for filing taxes in the U.S.—had to temporarily suspend state tax filings to investigate the increasing number of fraud cases. The image above shows the vendor selling 25 income tax returns at US$15 per tax return.
Exposed Healthcare Systems

Internet-connected devices revealing EHR systems

For this research, we conducted queries on Shodan, a search engine that indexes internet-connected devices. Search results revealed EHR systems, healthcare facilities, medical equipment, and networks that are vulnerable to cybercriminals. As part of the process, Shodan gathers the banner that displays the current services running on the device. Sometimes these banners can provide version numbers of the software running on a device. The banner also displays meta-data such as operating systems, system file structures, folders, IP addresses, geographical locations, hostnames and more.

Figure 15. A search on Shodan for the Cerner EHR software displays the version numbers, folders, and the software running on the devices as of 24 October 2016.
Shodan allows searches that target doctors with specializations like dermatologists and oncologists. Shodan is also able to search by services or programs running on target computers, EHR vendors, and VPNs. Searches of connected printers and webcams can also be conducted. To log in and make use of these printers and/or webcams, cybercriminals may use websites such as Datarecovery.com and Defaultpasswords.com to see if default passwords were never changed. Hundreds of applications are known to be deployed with default passwords, and are not always changed before they are plugged into a network.

Unsecured Devices

Having unsecured IoT devices in both healthcare institutions, as well as offices of EHR developers, can leave devices vulnerable to attacks. Exploitation of the Universal Plug and Play Protocol (UPnP) can give cybercriminals access to these devices. In turn, attackers may change the configuration of these devices in a way that lets them collect information. These unsecured devices can also be used as a gateway for cybercriminals to break into their target's network.21

Figure 16. Unsecured printer being used at a healthcare organization
Figure 17. A screenshot of the system log and network information from an exposed printer

Figure 18. A printer’s control panel of a hospital
Figure 19. A screenshot showing a printer’s history used at a healthcare organization

Figure 20. Printer specifications used at a healthcare organization
Remote Desktop Protocols

When administrators have log-in names as their real names in remote desktop protocols (RDP), malicious actors may resort to social engineering tactics to trick the target into giving information about their password. Attackers may also go through the target’s social network accounts to guess the password.

![Figure 21. RDP of a healthcare organization](image1)

![Figure 22. RDP for a healthcare organization](image2)
Industrial Control Systems

Healthcare organizations that use Industrial Control Systems (ICS) to run its facilities are exposed to some pitfalls. This includes an ICS running on legacy systems such as Windows® XP. Cybercriminals may also break into an ICS system by acquiring log-in credentials.

Figure 23. A screenshot showing that a healthcare organization’s ICS is running on Windows XP

Figure 24. Healthcare Organization’s Server ICS login
Communication Tools and Other Online Vulnerabilities

Attackers are constantly on the lookout for ways to break into their target’s database. Meanwhile healthcare institutions or EHR software companies may host meetings using third party software; there are still a lot of organizations that use their own websites to host and join meetings. However, if these meetings use a default password, hackers can access these meetings too. Since most systems do not vet if the person listed is who they are, the host of the meeting may not notice if there are unauthorized people listening to their calls.

![Figure 25. Exposed web conference meeting site that allows other users to host meetings at a healthcare organization](image)

For meetings that utilize conferencing systems, attackers can turn those exposed systems or equipment into video-surveillance units. Then hackers can use them to snoop for information, record video conferences, or even privately or publicly broadcast a meeting.
Some EHRs can be accessed through the IP address of the vendor. Hackers can use brute force attacks against the log-in credentials to break into the system. Sites that store or give access to EHR should ideally be accessible through an internal network or VPN.
Exposed U.S. Hospitals

Shodan U.S. scan data for February 2017 contains a total of 123,098,618 records, with 36,116 records being related to healthcare. Out of the 36,116 healthcare-related records, 6,502 originated from the top 10 U.S. cities with exposed healthcare facilities. The data also showed that 14,327 healthcare facilities had SSL certificates that were up-to-date while 1,067 were expired.

Figure 28. Top cities in the U.S. with exposed healthcare facilities

Figure 29. Top operating systems used in exposed U.S. healthcare institutions
Exposed Global Hospitals

As of February 2017, global data from Shodan contains a total of 240,933,715 records. Out of those records, 101,394 are healthcare-related.

**Figure 30. Countries with the highest number of exposed healthcare organizations**

- Canada: 52.81%
- United States: 35.62%
- Japan: 1.83%
- Iran: 1.73%
- Slovakia: 0.98%
- Australia: 0.89%
- United Kingdom: 0.85%
- Singapore: 0.79%
- China: 0.73%
- Thailand: 0.50%
- Others: 3.27%

**Figure 31. Top exposed operating systems globally**

- Windows Server 2008 R2: 53.83%
- Windows 7 or 8: 11.72%
- PIX OS 7.0.x: 8.85%
- Linux 3.x: 8.13%
- Linux 2.6x: 7.18%
- IOS 12.3/12.4: 4.78%
- Windows 8: 1.91%
- PIX OS 7.1 or later: 1.67%
- Windows XP: 0.96%
- Windows Server 2003: 0.96%

Microsoft ended support for Windows XP two years ago and yet there are still several hospitals using Windows XP. These hospitals are at risk of attacks exploiting currently existing vulnerabilities. Since Windows XP will no longer receive any update, networks using this OS are at risk of being attacked by malicious actors.
Although it has been two years since the discovery of a major vulnerability called Heartbleed, there are still numerous devices that remain unpatched. The U.S. had the highest number of devices that were affected by Heartbleed.

The Heartbleed bug is a serious vulnerability in the popular OpenSSL cryptographic software library. It allows an attacker to read the memory of systems using certain versions of OpenSSL, potentially allowing attackers to access usernames, passwords, or even the secret cryptographic keys of the server used for SSL. Obtaining these keys would allow malicious actors to observe all types of communication in a system, thus allowing further exploits to take place.22
Conclusion

Healthcare organizations are still a prime target for cybercriminals. In this paper we have taken a closer look at the reason behind this and in what ways healthcare organizations are vulnerable. In our research we singled out two main areas: 1) the fate of stolen documents after a data breach and 2) a new dimension of attacks that could be brought about via exposed devices that are internet-connected and can be theoretically exploited by anyone ill-minded on the internet.

EHRs are being peddled in the cyber underground, often sold either in bulk or in portions. The information held in these EHRs can be used to obtain illegal products such as prescription drugs, fake identities, or create fake documents such as fraudulent tax returns. Using the Shodan search engine, we also explored which internet-connected devices can be easily found online by anyone. Cybercriminals may use these devices to break into existing networks of EHR vendors and healthcare systems.

EHR software holds invaluable patient data that should be kept private at all costs. Providers must focus on securing their products and systems, which includes the EHRs that they store. To do this, healthcare providers must take stock of all IoT devices connected to the network and make sure that these devices are patched and are no longer using the default password. Vendors of EHR software need to provide strong encryption for stored data in order to reduce the impact of data breaches. As for accessing data remotely, healthcare institutions must improve their authentication processes to avoid any unauthorized access.

Healthcare institutions using EHR software should actively secure EHRs. This can be done by educating staff members, who access EHRs, on the basics of cybersecurity and risk management. These institutions may also seek assistance from security companies to protect data stored within their facilities. Having a robust network security may also lessen the chances of attackers using the institution’s own network as a gateway into the EHR provider’s network.
Appendix

Data Breaches in the Healthcare Sector

We have mentioned how prominent data breaches are in the healthcare sector, how they affect the people when their EHRs are stolen, and how cybercriminals are going after EHR for its high value. To properly describe the situation of the healthcare sector in terms of cybersecurity, it is also important to know the frequency of attacks targeting the sector, the magnitude of a large-scale attack, as well as various cases of a data breaches outside the U.S.

All healthcare data breaches in this paper were collected from the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services’ (HHS) Office for Civil Rights Breach Notification. Only breaches that involved patient health data affecting 500 or more individuals are reported due to the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act (HITECH). HHS identifies breaches by several methods. It also identifies if the breach was caused by loss, theft, unknown sources, unauthorized access/disclosure, hacking/IT incident, improper disposal and other. The data collected in this report is from January 2012 to September 2016. Some reports of breaches may be missing as detection and notification to HHS may take several months.

According to Verizon’s 2016 Data Breach Investigations Report (DBIR) the time to identify and respond to a breach incident has gotten worse since 2014. Attackers are getting quicker at compromising their victims yet detection and discovery of the breach are lagging behind several months. Most companies depend on third parties to detect breaches. It is estimated that cyber attacks against hospitals, clinics and doctors cost the U.S. healthcare industry more than US$6 billion a year, with an average data breach costing a hospital US$2.1 million.

Notable 2016 U.S. Breaches

From October 2009 to December 2016, the Office for Civil Rights logged 1,798 data breach incidents involving healthcare organizations. As of December 2016, the breach reporting includes:

- 480 Unauthorized Access/Disclosure
- 266 Hacking/IT
- 795 Theft
- 154 Loss
- 63 Improper disposal
The image above shows that the total number of reported stolen EHRs per year has been steadily increasing since 2012. The year 2015 showed a significant increase as three of the top U.S. healthcare insurance providers were compromised (Excellus Health Plan, Premera Blue Cross, and Anthem). The breaches included information such as Social Security numbers, financial records, passwords, and credit card credentials.
Figure 34. Top 10 data breaches according to the HHS Breach Notification data due to hacking incidents by a cybercriminal from January through December 2016.¹

¹Date referred to by Central Ohio Urology Group, Inc, Peachtree Orthopaedic Clinic, and Community Health Plan of Washington refers to the date of disclosure. Date of actual breach is still under investigation or has yet to be disclosed.

1. In July 2016 Banner Health discovered a cybercriminal trying to gain unauthorized access to their computer systems. These systems contained payment card data and patient information of 3.6 million individuals. The payment information included cardholder name, card number, card expiration date, and verification code. While the exposed patient data included names, birthdates, addresses, physicians’ names, dates of service, claims information, health insurance information and Social Security numbers.²⁴

2. Newkirk Products Inc., which issues insurance cards including those to Blue Cross Blue Shield, experienced a breach to their server that contained health plan information of 3.4 million individuals.²⁵

3. 21st Century Oncology Holdings in Florida reported a breach that affected 2.2 million patients in 145 of its cancer treatment centers in the U.S. and 36 more in Latin America. The breach included names, Social Security numbers, physicians’ names, along with treatment and insurance details.²⁶
4. Valley Anesthesiology and Pain Consultants in Arizona (VAPC) identified a third party that gained unauthorized access to their systems; which included bank information, patients’ names, limited clinical information, name of health insurer, insurance identification numbers, professional license numbers, DEA numbers, National Provider Identifiers (NPIs) and Social Security numbers of 882,590 individuals.27

5. In May 2016, 108 Los Angeles County Department of Health and Department of Mental Health employees fell for phishing emails. This resulted in the theft of over 700,000 EHR which included first and last names, birthdates, Social Security numbers, license or state identification numbers, payment information, financial data, medical insurance information, treatment history, and many more.28

6. Peachtree Orthopaedic Clinic in Atlanta disclosed that its network had been compromised. According to the clinic, patients prior to July 2014 were affected by this. The information stolen includes patient names, addresses, email addresses, dates of birth, treatment codes, prescription records, and Social Security numbers.29

7. An anonymous caller reached out to Community Health Plan of Washington (CHPW) explaining that there was a vulnerability in the institution’s technical services provider. After hiring a forensic investigator, CHPW discovered that records of current and former patients had been exposed. The investigation confirmed that hackers got access to names, addresses, birthdates, Social Security numbers, as well as other health-related information.30

8. A Ukrainian hacktivist group posted 223GB worth of data stolen from Central Ohio Urology Group on a public drive. The data contained text files, .zip files, video files, PDF, photos and other files. Aside from EHR, the leaked data included network design, detailed communication flow, as well as log-in details to various servers.31

9. Eye Associates of Pinellas was breached through their EHR management software PrognoCIS and is part of a larger breach of the company Bizmatics, which occurred in 2015 and affected 87,314 individuals. The U.S. HHS Breach Notification website added this as an incident that took place in 2016.26

10. Medical Colleagues of Texas (MCT), LLP in Katy, Texas, disclosed that cybercriminals gained access to its computer network and accessed 68,631 records that included the names, addresses, Social Security numbers, and health insurance information of its patients and employees. MCT is working to implement a two-factor authentication system for the remote access of EHRs.26
Notable 2016 International Breaches

UK

The Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) is responsible for data governance in the United Kingdom. Therefore, all types of breaches are reported to that specific agency. In the first quarter of 2016, 232 healthcare-related breaches had already occurred and made the healthcare sector the industry with the highest number of data breaches.
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Australia

In September 2016, the Health Minister of Australia disclosed 3 million patient data that had been breached when a vulnerability to the Medicare system was discovered. Decrypting the stolen data gave cybercriminals access to doctor's prescriptions and patients' PII.

Canada

North Ottawa Community Health System patient information was breached through their EHR vendor Bizmatics in June 2016. The breach is part of a larger breach that took place against Bizmatics in 2016. In total, there were 20,000 files of patient data including name, address, health insurance information, last four digits of a credit card number and Social Security numbers that were breached.
Hong Kong

In July 2016, 17,000 personal and clinical files from the Department of Health’s Immunization Records System were accessed. The data compromised includes family health history, dental services, and school records. The breach was discovered when suspicious files were identified on the EHR vendor’s server.35

China

A hacker uploaded 6,000 videos of newborn babies to a video-sharing website. The videos were recorded from the Anhui Women and Children Health Hospital in Hefei, China. Parent information was not compromised in the breach.36

United Arab Emirates

A threat actor hacked the Al Zahra Private Medical Centre in September 2016. The hacker posted the compromised data on Pastebin, which included sample data of medical history, insurance, telephone number, email addresses, address, names, and nationality.37
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